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The paper of which this is an announcement is naturally divided 
into two parts. One is the study of the group of pseudoisotopy 
classes of diffeomorphisms of a particular class of manifolds. The 
second is the use of the results of this study to construct and classify 
the "group" of semifree H actions on homotopy 2fe+g + l spheres 
with a homotopy q sphere as fixed point set. Here H is a compact 
Lie Group and a semifree H action on a manifold i f is a smooth 
action on M such that the action is free off the fixed point set of H. 
The class of groups which can act semifreely on any manifold is 
restrictive but rich and this class has been determined. I t coincides 
with the set of groups which have a real representation such that no 
element of the group other than the identity has one as an eigenvalue. 
Equivalently, it is the set of groups which can act freely and linearly 
on a standard ^-sphere Sk. 

Particularly interesting consequences of our study are these: If 
H acts freely on Sk, let Pk=*Sk/H be the orbit space and D(Pk>«, d) 
be the group of pseudoisotopy classes rel boundary of diffeomorphisms 
of PkXD« which are the identity on PkXSq-\ If H is Zp, p odd, 5°, 
S1, Sz or N the normalizer of Sl in £3, we can give a complete descrip
tion of the torsion free part of D(Pk'q, 3). For other groups H> if k is 
sufficiently large compared with q, we can determine this group 
modulo knowledge of the Wall surgery obstruction group 

L°n(TQ(H), w(£0), n = k + q - dim H + 1. 

Let (5tfc'* = the set of isomorphism classes of semifree H actions on 
homotopy (k+q + 1)-spheres with a homotopy g-sphere as fixed 
point set. We show that a certain subset CfcoffCŒ*'* n a s t n e natural 
structure of an abelian group. We exhibit an epimorphism of groups 
D(Pk>q

y ô)—>Q!QQ and determine the torsion free part of the group 
6%Q in certain cases. In particular, we settle a question of [ l ] show
ing that there are only a finite number of inequivalent semifree S1 
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actions on homotopy spheres with an even dimensional homotopy 
sphere as fixed point set. 

Here is the motivation for this work. Let g be an H equîvariant 
diffeomorphism of SkXDçL which is the identity on SkXSq~~l. Extend g 
to SkXSqDSkXDl by defining g\SkXD% to be the identity. Here 
D9+ and Di. axe the upper and lower hemispheres in Sq. The manifold 
2(g) =D* + 1 XS* yj0 SkXDq+1 obtained by gluing along SkXSq with 
g is a homotopy sphere supporting a semifree H action defined by 
h(x, y)=(p(h)x, y) when x £ D H 1 , yGDq+1 and either | |* | |=1 or 
ll^ll = 1 and p:H—>SOk+i is a fixed point free representation of H. This 
action has these properties: 

(P) The fixed point set is the standard sphere Sq. The normal 
bundle is trivial and the action of H on the normal fibers is defined 
by p. 

For any semifree H action on a homotopy k+q + l sphere, a torsion 
is defined as an element of the Whitehead group of T0(H) ==7T (see 
[ó]). The set of those actions satisfying (P) and having torsion zero is 
the group C#ö(p). 

THEOREM 1. The correspondence g—»2(g) is a well-defined epitnorph-
ism of abelian groups D(Pk>q, d)J^ak

0'
9{p). 

The kernel of ju depends on p. Specifically let C be the centralizer 
of p(H) in SOh+i- There is a homomorphism wq(C)—>D(Pk>q, d). 

THEOREM 2. wq(C)-*D(Pk>q, d)->aS'*(p)-»0 is exact. 

The techniques for studying the group D(Pk'q, d) are surgery and 
homotopy theory. We describe two exact sequences: 

(S) • • • -^ Ln+q+1(w) -^ h$(Pk X Dq, Pk X S*"1) 

-» [Pk X Dq, Pk X S*""1; G/0] -^ Ln+qM -» • • • 

n = k ~ dim H = dim Pk, and w = in(P*). 

(D) > rq+i(GPk) --> tó(P* X Z>«+S P* X S«) 

d \ 
-+ D(P fc'S d) - » 7Tfl(GP*) -> . . . 

which provide a very good description of D(Pk'q, d). The sequence 
(S) is the usual surgery exact sequence discussed for example in [4], 
[5]. The space GPk appearing in (D) is the identity component of the 
space of maps of Pk to itself. 

We use the homotopy and surgery theory of (S) and (D) to obtain 
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D(Pk'q, d) in terms of the Wall groups Ln(w). Happily there has been 
a pleasant interplay between the geometry and algebra which has 
allowed one of the authors [2], [3] to obtain algebraic results on 
Ln(ir) from the geometry. Now that these groups are falling to the 
algebraic attacks, we should soon have complete information on L»(x) 
for our description of semifree actions. 

Here are some of the more important results which can be simply 
stated: Let p be an odd prime and p:Zp—>£/((&+ l) /2) a unitary 
fixed point free representation of complex dimension (fe + l ) /2 . Then 
p = S i - i 1 n/Y3' where y is the basic complex one dimensional repre
sentation of Zp defined by multiplication by exp 2wi/p. Set n(p) 
==max(2wt —1). 

THEOREM 3. In Theorem 2, the image of irq(C) in D(Pk>q, d) is finite 
if n(p) <q. If n(p) ^ q, then the rank of the image is X(p) if q is odd and 0 
if q is even, where 0 ^X(p) g (p + l)/2. 

THEOREM 4. Under the above hypotheses, 

k,q+l 

D(Pk>«, d) ® e = vk+q+2(zP) + A 
o 

where, for m even, Vm(Zp) —the group of complex valued functions on 
the nontrivial pth roots of unity satisfying f{tj) — { — \)mnf{t'p~i), t 
= exp(2Tri/p), F w (Z p )=0 for m odd, A*'*+1 = C for # + 1=0(4) , and 
A*»«+1 = 0 otherwise. 

The group CtJ'q(p) ® <B can now be described as the cokernel of a 
map A©^:7Tfl(C)®e—»Fjfc+3+2(Zj,)+Aofl+1- Regarding an element of 
Tq(C) as a complex bundle over S9+1, we can describe the map yf/ 
simply in terms of the Chern classes of this bundle. The map A also 
has an explicit description in terms of these Chern classes, using the 
Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem, but this description is more compli
cated. 

Let N be the normalizer of 5 1 in S3. 

THEOREM 5. For the groups S1, N and 5 s there is essentially one fixed 
point free representation possible on the normal fibers to the fixed point 
set. In this case we have Q!Q9® Q = Ao*4"1 

where 

is a subspace of codimension 1 if n+q + 1 = 0 (4) and of codimension 0 
if n+q + lf^0 (4) where n — k—-dim H. 
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THEOREM 6. For the group Z2 = 5°, we have 

Go'*® Q=Bk,q + à+q+2(Z2, (-1)*+1) <g> Q 

where L^(Z2t ( — 1)M)®Q~0 unless (k + 1) is even and i = 0 (4) and 
L%c(Z2f +1) ® Q, Bk,q = 0 unless q ss — 1 (4) and q<z2k + l in which case 
Bkt9 = Q. 
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